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Rewards 

Rewards for following S.H.A.R.K. behavior:
SHARK Cards– If you earn 5 SHARK cards you will 

get SHARK Bait and your name will be put in a 
whole school drawing!

Behavior Log – If you go above and beyond you get to 
move your clip to the “Exceeds” section of the 
behavior chart and record it on your weekly 
progress report!



Rewards (continued) 

Rewards for following S.H.A.R.K. behavior:

Proud Principal – Once a week a student from our class 
will be recognized for outstanding behavior! Your 
name will be read on the announcements, you will 
receive a certificate of recognition, and you and 
your family/friend will get to have lunch with the 
principal!

Dr. Greene



Consequences for choosing not to show 
S.H.A.R.K. behavior:

- Disturbing others (minor)

- Excessive talking

- Minor Misconduct

- Minor disrespect 

- Not following directions

- Minor inappropriate language

- Provoking others

- Bothering/pestering

- Teasing/put downs (first offense)

- Minor aggression (poking, pushing etc.))

Level 1
Behavior choices that will earn a “Step”:

- Play fighting

- Minor property damage

- Electronics violation

- Minor Cheating

- Lying

- Plagiarism

- Running/Recklessness

- Unauthorized area

- Inappropriate use of technology 
(minor)



Level 1:

Step 1 (Warning): Student writes reason for step 1 
and keeps form on desk as a reminder. 

Step 2: Reason for step 2 is recorded on form and receives a 
consequence. Student may go to the refocus desk to fill out a 
reflection form. Student will clip down. Step card goes home 
and parent signature is required.

Step 3: Reason is recorded on step from. Student will fill out 
reflection form in another teacher’s classroom. Step card goes 
home and parent signature is required. The teacher will contact 
parents to discuss student’s behavior.



- Student can arrive onto a step 2 if behaviors are not changed after receiving 
a “Step 3” in Level 1.

- Inappropriate language/gestures

- Repeated disruptive conduct

- Defiance

- Bullying/Harrassing

- Intimidation

- Aggression (physical acts)

- Theft

- Vandalism (minor)

- Inappropriate use of technology (major)

Level 2
Behavior choices that are managed by 

principals: 



Level 2: 

Student referral form will be given to an 
administrator who will see the student when 
available. 

This form will go home to be signed and 
returned the next day. 



Level 3:
Office Referral that needs immediate attention

Behaviors:
- Major classroom disruption

- Open disrespect toward adult/willful disobedience

- Abusive/profane language

- Assault

- Fighting

- Major threat/intimidation

- Major Theft

- Major Vandalism

Teacher will call the office and notify administration
that assistance is needed. Administration will give
consequence and contact parents.



Learn from your mistakes!

If you get on a step you still have a chance to 
choose to keep your day!

If you get on a step and then choose to show 
SHARK behavior for the remainder of the day 
you will receive a “SHARK Shape Up Card” 
that congratulates you on learning from your 
mistakes and moving on!



Remember…

Your behavior is your 
choice! 

Choose to keep your day!


